Fixed Tilt

Convid | R82 fixed tilt wheelchairs are lightweight, compact folding, convenient and designed with the child in mind.

**Convid EZ Rider**
Lightweight, portable and folds compactly for the active user.
- 10° fixed tilt
- Built in self-tensioning seating system
- Comprehensive positioning options

**R82 Cricket™**
Lightweight, compact, easy-to-fold with built-in growth. Developed with aesthetics, quality and comfort in mind.
- 20° fixed tilt
- Tool-less back recline (110° – 125°)
- Compact and self-standing when folded

**Convid Cruiser**
Durable and convenient, lightweight and easy to fold.
- 30° fixed tilt
- Built in self-tensioning seating system
- Comprehensive positioning options

Please scan QR code to visit website and view product information.
**Tilt-in-Space**

Convaid | R82 offers the premier portfolio of lightweight, compact, foldable and convenient pediatric Tilt-in-Space wheelchairs.

**R82 Stingray™**
A comfortable and stylish wheelchair. It easily separates into 2 lightweight components - mobility base and seating module.

- Up to 170° of adjustable recline and 45° of adjustable tilt
- 180° turnable seat unit can be used with child seated
- Easy tool-free adjustments and the Stingray frame accepts x:panda seat sizes 1-2

**Convaid Trekker®**
Easily separates into 2 lightweight components – mobility base and seating module.

- Up to 170° of adjustable recline and -5° to +45° of adjustable tilt
- 180° reversible seating
- Accepts adaptive and aftermarket seating

**Convaid Rodeo**
A clamshell fold design with dynamic positioning.

- Up to 45° of adjustable tilt and 90° or 110° adjustable recline
- 2 frame options: with and without seating
- Accommodates functional or rest positioning

**R82 Kudu™**
A rigid frame, tilt-in-space, reclining pediatric wheelchair, designed to offer exceptional adjustability while addressing the clinical needs of the child and the ergonomic needs of caregivers.

- Recline of -5° to 30° and tilt of -3° to +45°
- Adjustable seat depth and back height
- Self-centering tilt-in-space

**Convaid Flyer®**
Developed with youth-oriented aesthetics and growth in mind.

- Growth in width, depth and height. Modular and portable
- -5° to 40° tilt, 80° - 170° of recline
- Accepts adaptive and aftermarket seating

**R82 x:panda™ on Multi Frame**
Multi-adjustable dynamic seat with height, width and depth growth on a simple to operate tilt-in-space frame with a minimum of moving parts.

- A unique dynamic back that absorbs the energy of extension and returns child to upright sitting
- Individual growth in width, depth and back height extend the life of the seat
- Multi Frame: 3 sizes, width inside 13.25” – 17.25”, Multi Frame x 1 size, width inside 25.25”, up to 220 lbs
Seating Systems

The Convaid|R82 portfolio of comfortable seating systems affords the greatest possible support and mobility to users from childhood into adulthood.

**R82 Scallopc™**
Providing stability without preventing movement. Designed to aid floor sitting and to add extra support while sitting on a chair.

- Portable and versatile
- Sensory stimulating
- Enables participation in everyday activities

**R82 Wombat™ Living**
A cool, functional and comfortable activity chair for use in any indoor environment.

- The seat unit tilts from -20° to +15°
- Step-less adjustments for growth
- Angle-adjustable push brace

**R82 x:panda™ on High-low Frame**
Multi-adjustable dynamic seat with height, width and depth growth on a stable base with a unique height adjustment without compromising pelvic positioning.

- A unique dynamic back that absorbs the energy of extension and returns child to upright sitting
- Individual growth in width, depth and back height extend the life of the seat
- High-low is available either as an indoor or outdoor frame
Standing

Convid®R82 offers solutions for safe support while standing to increase both physical and mental well-being. Minimum user height is 22”.

R82 Meerkat™
A simple and modular built standing frame with a free choice of positioning in anterior or posterior and dynamic option.

- Small, compact and growth adjustable
- By using the rocker accessory, the trunk control of the child is challenged and increases active muscle work.
- Easy to use and adjust, also with the child standing in the frame.

R82 Rabbit™
Provides the opportunity to explore while promoting the development of motor skills.

- An accessible and simple design ensures maximum mobility in the standing position
- Has an angle-adjustable center bar to obtain the best standing position
- Has slots in the center bar for various accessories

R82 Caribou™
The frame supports the prone or supine standing position and has ability to switch from a horizontal to a vertical position.

- An easy tilt mechanism allows the caregiver to have both hands free
- The horizontal position makes it less stressful for the user to be placed in position
- Accessories are easily interchangeable

R82 Toucan™
Designed to support in the upright and prone position and allows almost any wheelchair system to fit between the frame.

- Easy and steady angle adjustment making it possible to obtain the optimum standing position
- The handle for angling the center bar and the wheels are equipped with locks
- Slots in the center bar allow for easy and simple mounting of accessories

R82 Gazelle PS™
With many adjustment possibilities and a wide range of accessories, it can be used in prone or supine position for abducted standing.

- Tilts from vertical to 15° past horizontal
- Folds easily for storage or transportation
- Manual leg abduction by adjusting one or both legs to the optimal angle
Walking

Convid|R82 offers a portfolio of robust and light walking aids to increase mobility.

**R82 Crocodile™**
A walking/gait trainer aid for children who need supplementary assistance with their daily walking needs.

- The top frame is easy to adjust in height without using any tools
- The multiple adjustable handles allow growth in width and height
- On/off anti-reverse wheel stops keep the unit from rolling backwards

**R82 Mustang™**
An anterior/posterior gait trainer that provides positioning and support for children while they learn the skills of stepping/walking.

- The user is placed at the center which provides stability of the upper body
- A slight forward leaning position, combined with built-in suspension stimulates the natural walking pattern
- Constructed with accessibility in mind. The U-shaped frame and wrap around support allow for easy access and transfer

Transportation

The Convid|R82 child restraint portfolio offers LATCH-equipped restraints which conform to the US Federal Motor Safety Standards.

**R82 Wallaroo™**
A forward-facing child restraint providing safety, style, comfort and support.

- Comfortable positioning through accessories
- Removable, washable and antibacterial fabric in 3 color options
- 30° recline with the recline wedge

**Convid Carrot 3**
A comprehensive, modular car seat with extensive growth capabilities.

- Grows with your child: 30 – 108 lbs/37”-60”
- “Free Angle” recline 180°
- Adaptive positioning with high density foam inserts

**Convid Carrot 3 Booster Seat**
Offers a large configuration to meet the needs of users who require back height support and a wide seat.

- Grows with your child: 79 - 165 lbs/55” – 69”
- “Free Angle” recline 180°
- Adaptive positioning with high density foam inserts
Toilet and Bath

Convaid | R82 offers mobile toilet and bath chairs which are lightweight and easy to use for caregivers and users alike.

**R82 Manatee™**
Designed to place the user in the right seating position and constructed to provide both caregivers and users a wonderful bathing experience. Multiple bases available.
- Depth adjustable seat for growth
- Simple adjustments of back and of the lower leg support
- Support and comfort through cushions and laterals

**R82 Flamingo™ and Flamingo™ High-low**
A modern, comfortable toilet/bathing chair which fits into every bathroom.
- Very versatile with up to 5 configurations available
- Smooth and step-less height adjustment from 20.75" to 28.75"
- Easily accessible foot pedals for height adjustment and tilt-in-space

Transfer Solutions

Convaid | R82 moves kids and teens with safe and comfortable transfers.

**Molift Smart 150**
Designed to be easily transported for home care, traveling and easy storage.
- Lightweight and easy to maneuver in narrow spaces
- Comfortable and safe transfer with a lifting range of 10.6" - 66.1" and a standard 4-point sling suspension
- Folds and unfolds easily without using any tools and can be separated into two parts where the heaviest part weighs 29 lbs

**Molift Quick Raiser 205**
A state of the art sit-to-stand lift, with an electrically adjustable leg base and an outstanding lifting capacity.
- The slanting column lifts the user up and forwards to imitate a natural movement pattern
- The Active Lifting Arm (four point spreader bar) and the RgoSling Active provides support when hoisting from sit to stand
- Easy to operate in moving and handling situations; toilet, sit-to-stand and stand-up training

Please scan QR code to visit website and view product information.
Everyone should be able to live a free and independent life and pursue their dreams regardless of any physical circumstances.